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Sport Court

Increasingly we are finding the Sport Court being used 
to replace standard dodgeball in trampoline and family 
entertainment facilities.  It offers all the same group activ-
itiy space with more options. Organize soccer, volleyball, 
dodgeball, Zorb, Nerf shootouts, the AirTrack Sport Court 
is  the perfect solution for organized group bounce  
activities. 

Designed with the business in mind:
- 2 year manufacturer warranty
- Post purchase install, servicing, and repair available

Low install cost
- Prepare your space, drop and inflate AirTrack. Done.

Gamification
- Combine with other sport equipment (goals, nets, hoops, 
etc.)
- Add 3rd party electronic scoring systems to create some-
thing entirely new.

Customization options
Post production aesthetic lines allows for any sport to be 
duplicated. Make your court fit your activities.

Who has used the MulitSport Court
- SkyZone
- CircusTrix
- Apex Trampoline

Quick Stats

Through put 10 athletes per 36 sq m / 20 athletes per 5 minute 
game

Starting 
Price $ 15500 - $32,250

Standard 
Sizes 20’ x 40’ / 30’ x 50’ / Custom

Court 
Monitor

Standard ASTM requirement of 1. Can be combined 
with other attractions

Mainte-
nance

Daily check of pressure.  Optional Infinity Blower 
upgrade for automated checking.
Possibly setting up and removing add-ons depend-
ing on chosen sports

Best  
Practice

Organized activities demand an organizer.  Ask us 
how you should prepare your monitors to get the 
most out of your attraction.

Add the Spalding Fastbreak for 
more options
- $ 2499 through AirTrack SkyZone - Multisport Court

Apex Trampoline Park - Vancouver, CA

EliPlay - Multisport Court
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AirTakeOff

The AirTakeOff combines our standard AirTracks and 
AirTricks with a powerful AirRoll along a border.  The 
attached AirRoll acts as a mini-tramp capable of 
launching athletes that run up and bounce off of it. The 
creative applications of the AirTakeOff are unlimited.  
Use to connect AirTracks together, create an inclosed 
border on an AirTrick, or in line as an obstacle course.

Designed with the business in mind:
- 2 year manufacturer warranty
- Post purchase install, servicing, and repair available
- Omni-directional light

Low install cost
- Prepare your space, drop and inflate AirTrack. Done.

Portable or perminant
- As with most of our products, this attraction can be 
collapsed or moved for facility versatility or take it with 
you for community outreach events.

Combine with the AirBag for full attraction
Easily combined with our industry shaking AirBag for a 
full complete attraction

Who has used the AirTakeOff
- Shock Trampoline
- CircusTrix
- Kids that Rip

Quick Stats

Through put 1 athlete per lane at a time / 6 athletes per minute

Starting 
Price $ 4925 - $15,685

Standard 
Sizes 15’ x 20’ / 20’ x 20’ / 26’ x 20’ / 13’ x 33’ / Custom

Court 
Monitor

Standard ASTM requirement of 1. Can be combined 
with other attractions

Mainte-
nance

Daily check of pressure.  Optional Infinity Blower 
upgrade for automated checking.

Kids That Rip - Desert Devils

Kids That Rip - Scottsdale
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AirTrack + AirBag

AirBags are quickly becoming the primary choice for 
fall attenuation in trampoline and family entertainment 
centers.  When combined with an AirTrack, you open 
the opportunities for tumbling and flipping but also play 
and games all while adding to your facilities enviroment 
and brand with full color vibrant print top sheets. 

Designed with the business in mind:
- 2 year manufacturer warranty
- 1 year top sheet tear protection
- Post purchase install, servicing, and repair available

Cleanliness and long term cost savings
- Foam pits are notoriously dirty, AirBag top sheets can 
be taken to the dry cleaner - seriously.
- Responsible foam pit operators will buy new foam 
every year.  Very quickly AirBags become cost efficient.

Terms and Financing available
- Ask us what we can do to help work with you on your 
retrofits and remodels.

Who has used the AirTrack AirBag
- Cirque du Sole
- CircusTrix
- EliPlay

Quick Stats

Through put 1 athlete per lane / 60 athletes per minute, 3 x stand-
ard foam

Starting 
Price $ 15,500 - $45,250

Standard 
Sizes 15’ x 20’ / 20’ x 20’ / 20’ x 30’ AirBags

Court 
Monitor

Standard ASTM requirement of 1. Can be combined 
with other attractions

Mainte-
nance

AirTrack: Daily check of pressure.  Optional Infinity 
Blower upgrade for automated checking..
AirBag: Daily turning on.  Monthly maintanence 
inspections and recording.

Best  
Practice

Not all AirBags are created equal. Understand why 
we are the fastest growing AirBag manufacturer in 
the world currently.

Freefall + AirBag
- DEFY - Raleigh, NC JumpOne - Hannover

YouJump - Amiens by EliPlay 

Las Vegas Circus Center
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Full Inflatable Floor

Our manufacturing and quality control expertise has fi-
nally allowed us confidence in 24/7 permanent standing 
inflatable floors. Full inflatable floors offer more bounce 
than standard spring floors but more flexibility than 
trampoline courts. More athletes per sq m, no double 
bouncing, expanded activity options, the benefits go on 
and on.

Designed with the business in mind:
- 2 year manufacturer warranty
- Post purchase install, servicing, and repair available

Move Beyond Spring Floors and Trampolines
- No double bouncing

Terms and Financing available
- Ask us what we can do to help work with you on your 
retrofits and remodels.

Who has used the Full AirFloor
- Kids that Rip
- Desert Devils
- Circus Trix
- DEFY
- SD UNITED

Quick Stats

Through put 10 athletes per 36 sq m

Starting 
Price $ 15,500 - $150,000

Size  
limitations

None.  We may choose to divide floor into pieces for 
transport and installation

Court 
Monitor

Standard ASTM requirement of 1. Can be combined 
with other attractions

Mainte-
nance

AirTrack: Daily check of pressure.  Optional Infinity 
Blower upgrade for automated checking.

Infinity Blower
- $ 650 for constant pressure  

monitor and refill

Combine with Carpet
Create seamless integrations when 
covered with carpet or our custom 

top sheets
KTR - Scottsdale, AZ

KTR - Chandler, AZ

Kids Area at KTR
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Parkour and Ninja Warrior Integration

As the sports of parkour and ninja warrior rise, more 
parks are looking to integrate them into their offerings.  
AirTrack is a seamless integration into larger obstacle 
courses and setups. AirTrack Factory can offer single 
elements or complete solutions.  We are constantly 
innovating and producing custom pieces for industry 
leaders.

Designed with the business in mind:
- 2 year manufacturer warranty
- Post purchase install, servicing, and repair available

Leave room for creativity
- AirTracks and AirTrack Elements are easily move 
around and switched out.
- Keep your facility fresh and vibrant.

AirTrack is a great partner!
- Already working with a ninja warrior, big bounce, or 
obstacle partner. We can work with them to integrate 
AirTrack elements as needed.

Who has Parkour and Ninja Warrior AirTrack  
Integrations:
- Woodward
- Kids that Rip
- Desert Devils
- Circus Trix
- DEFY
- SD UNITED

Quick Stats

Through put 1 athlete per lane / 180 athletes per minute

Starting 
Price $ 3,500 - $8,750

Standard 
Sizes 6.5’ x 20’ / 6.5’ x 26’ / 6.5’ x 33’ / 6.5’ x 40’ / 6.5’ x 50’

Court 
Monitor

Standard ASTM requirement of 1. Can be combined 
with other attractions

Mainte-
nance

AirTrack: Daily check of pressure.  Optional Infinity 
Blower upgrade for automated checking.

AirObstacles for Trampoline Courts
Starting at $ 500 a piece with a simple 

addition you can make your court 
relevant again 

*geographic limitation. SkyZone - Anaheim

OverKom

OverKom
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Slackline Setups

Slackline Setups are extremely difficult but fun for those 
that master it. Integrating AirTracks into the setup offers 
a fall service that is as safe as AirBags and Foam pits 
for similar types of activities  

Designed with the business in mind:
- 2 year manufacturer warranty
- Post purchase install, servicing, and repair available

Cheaper and more versatile than others
- Foam pits are expensive to install and maintain

Leave room for creativity
- Intelligent installation could mean taking down the 
slackline and opening up opportunities of other activi-
ties on your AirTrack..

Who has Slackline Setups
- SkyZone
- Bounce

Quick Stats

Through put 1 athlete per lane / 2 athletes per minute

Starting 
Price $ 3,500 - $8,750

Standard 
Sizes 6.5’ x 20’ / 6.5’ x 26’ / 6.5’ x 33’ / 6.5’ x 40’ / 6.5’ x 50’

Court 
Monitor

Standard ASTM requirement of 1. Can be combined 
with other attractions

Mainte-
nance

AirTrack: Daily check of pressure.  Optional Infinity 
Blower upgrade for automated checking.

Dodgeball Courts

The classic trampoline attraction with a twist.  No metal 
frames, opens up movement, tumbling, and flipping 
possibilities in game. You can add foam obstacles on 
top of the AirTrack mat for added fun and difficulty.

Designed with the business in mind:
- 2 year manufacturer warranty
- Post purchase install, servicing, and repair available

No double bouncing, More athetes per sq m
- Trampolines are amazing but they have their limi-
tations.  AirTracks offer all the same benefits with no 
double bouncing.
- Athletes aren’t confined to a single bed per athlete.  
The entire floor is opened up for creative battles and 
new experiences.

Leave room for creativity!
- Foam blocks or other obstacles could be added to 
the top of the AirTracks for multi-dimensional dodgeball 
battles
- Consider using for your Nerf battles as well!

Who has Parkour and Ninja Warrior AirTrack Integra-
tionsr
- DEFY
- Kids that Rip

Quick Stats

Through put 10 athletes per 36 sq m / 20 athletes per 5 minute 
game

Starting 
Price $ 4925 - $15,685

Standard 
Sizes 15’ x 20’ / 20’ x 20’ / 26’ x 20’ / 13’ x 33’ / Custom

Court 
Monitor

Standard ASTM requirement of 1. Can be combined 
with other attractions

Mainte-
nance

AirTrack: Daily check of pressure.  Optional Infinity 
Blower upgrade for automated checking.
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Discover what others already know about AirTrack Factory

We are constantly innovating and producing new products.  
Stay tuned for more attractions and more addons.

AirBag Pressure Monitory
- Available now!

Pro-shop OEM/White label or AirTrack Factory Consignment
- Available now!

Inflatable Jousting Spears
- Available now!

Inflatable Warped Wall and Free Fall
- Available 4th quarter 2019!

Hangining Ninja Zone Elements
- Available 4th quarter 2019!

www.airtrackus.com
joe@airtrackus.com
408-569-9504


